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Abstract: The energy efficiency of Data Center (DC) operations heavily relies on a DC ambient
temperature as well as its IT and cooling systems performance. A reliable and efficient cooling system
is necessary to produce a persistent flow of cold air to cool servers that are subjected to constantly
increasing computational load due to the advent of smart cloud-based applications. Consequently,
the increased demand for computing power will inadvertently increase server waste heat creation in
data centers. To improve a DC thermal profile which could undeniably influence energy efficiency
and reliability of IT equipment, it is imperative to explore the thermal characteristics analysis of an IT
room. This work encompasses the employment of an unsupervised machine learning technique
for uncovering weaknesses of a DC cooling system based on real DC monitoring thermal data.
The findings of the analysis result in the identification of areas for thermal management and cooling
improvement that further feeds into DC recommendations. With the aim to identify overheated
zones in a DC IT room and corresponding servers, we applied analyzed thermal characteristics of the
IT room. Experimental dataset includes measurements of ambient air temperature in the hot aisle
of the IT room in ENEA Portici research center hosting the CRESCO6 computing cluster. We use
machine learning clustering techniques to identify overheated locations and categorize computing
nodes based on surrounding air temperature ranges abstracted from the data. This work employs the
principles and approaches replicable for the analysis of thermal characteristics of any DC, thereby
fostering transferability. This paper demonstrates how best practices and guidelines could be applied
for thermal analysis and profiling of a commercial DC based on real thermal monitoring data.
Keywords: data center; thermal characteristics analysis; machine learning; energy efficiency;
clustering; unsupervised learning

1. Introduction
Considerable efforts have been made by Data Centers in terms of their energy efficiency, reliability
and sustainable operation over the past decade. A continuous increase in computing and power
demands has spurred DCs to respond and upgrade their facilities in terms of size and stability [1,2].
A rapid growth of the information technology (IT) industry, advent of IoT, and AI technologies requires
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an exponentially expanding amount of data to be stored and processed. Consequently, smart DC
management is on the rise to meet this demand. If a data center experiences a system failure or outage,
it becomes challenging to ensure a stable and continuous provision of IT services, particularly for smart
businesses, social media, etc. If such a situation occurs on a large scale, it could be detrimental to the
businesses and public sectors that rely on DC services, for example, health systems, manufacturing,
entertainment, etc. In other words, a data center has emerged as a mission-critical infrastructure [3]
to the survival of public and business sectors enabled by smart technologies. Therefore, it warrants
an exceptional necessity for the backup system management and uninterruptible power supply
(UPS) systems so that computing system stability can be maintained even in emergency situations.
Overall, thermal management involves the reduction of excess energy consumption by cooling systems,
servers, and their internal fans. This encompasses the compliance of the IT room environment to the
requirements stipulated in IT equipment specifications and standards that ensure better reliability,
availability, and overall improved IT equipment performance.
The mission-critical facility management for the stable operation of a DC leads to huge cost
increases, and careful reviews must be performed starting from the initial planning stage [4,5]. Moreover,
IT servers require uninterruptible supplies of not only power but also cooling [6,7]. Undeniably,
a significant increase in power density has led to a greater cooling challenge [8]. For this purpose,
the design of a central cooling system in a liquid cooling architecture includes cooling buffer tanks.
This design provides chilled water supply in emergency situations. During cooling system outages,
the interruption of chillers triggers activation of emergency power and cooling supplies to restore
cooling services. However, such emergency situations are infrequent on the scale of a DC life-cycle.
In addition, recent the development of IT equipment has increased servers’ tolerance to various
operational challenging conditions compared to that in the past. Consequently, the operating times
and capacities of chilled water storage tanks could be considerably reduced. The same is true for
energy and water consumption of the liquid cooling system. Undeniably, it is imperative to explore
the thermal specifications of the DC IT equipment. They are expressed as (but not limited to) different
admissible ranges for temperature, humidity, periods of overheating before automatic power off, etc.
Given that IT devices might have different recommended specifications for their operation,
maintaining healthy operational conditions is a complex task. Undoubtedly, covert thermal factors
tend to affect the health of IT and power equipment systems in a negative way. Such factors comprise
recirculation, bypass, and (partial) server rack overheating and stable operation is critical for a DC [9].
For example, in the case where an IT room is divided into cold and hot aisles, ineffective partitioning of
the aisles (e.g., poor physical separation of the aisles) may result in leaked air causing recirculation of
hot air (note: this is the mixing of hot and cold air) or cold air bypass (note: this happens if the cold air
passes by the server and does not cool it properly - this occurs when the speed of air-flow is too high or
the cold air is unevenly directed at the hot servers) [10]. Consequently, such emerging challenges have
to be addressed to effect thermal conditions optimization within a DC facility. Undeniably, an increase
in ambient temperature could lead to an increase in power usage of IT equipment that could lead to
hardware degradation [8]. Thus, it is necessary to address the issue of server waste heat dissipation
with the ultimate goal to attain an even thermal distribution within a premise. This is possible by
taking appropriate measures to prevent the emergence of heat islands that result in individual server
overheating [11].
This work explores IT room thermal characteristics using data mining techniques for the purpose
of relevant and essential knowledge discovery. The primary goal is to use an unsupervised machine
learning technique to uncover inadequacies in the DC cooling system based on real monitored thermal
data. Analysis in this research leads to the identification of areas for improved thermal management
and cooling that will feed into DC recommendations. The proposed methodology includes statistical
analysis of IT room thermal characteristics and identification of individual servers that are contributors
to hotspots (i.e., overheated areas) [12]. These areas emerge when individual servers do not receive
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adequate cooling. The reliability of the analysis has been enhanced due to the availability of a dataset
of ambient air temperature in the hot aisle of an ENEA Portici CRESCO6 computing cluster [9].
In brief, clustering techniques have been used for hotspots localization as well as server
categorization based on surrounding air temperature ranges. The principles and approaches employed
in this work are replicable for thermal analysis of DC servers and thus, foster transferability. This work
showcases the applicability of best practices and guidelines in the context of a real commercial DC
that transcends the typical set of existing metrics for DC thermal characteristics assessment. Overall,
this paper aims to raise DC thermal awareness and formulate recommendations for enhanced thermal
management. This aim is supported by the following list of research objectives [9]:
RO.1.To identify a clustering (grouping) algorithm that is appropriate for the purpose of this research;
RO.2.To determine the criteria for feature selection in the analysis of DC IT room thermal characteristics;
RO.3.To determine the optimal number of clusters for the analysis of thermal characteristics;
RO.4.To perform sequential clustering and interpretation of results for repeated time series of air
temperature measurements;
RO.5.To identify servers that most frequently occur in cold or hot air temperature ranges (and clusters);
RO.6.To provide recommendations related to IT room thermal management with the aim of
appropriately addressing servers overheating issue.
In summary, typical identification of hotspots (and rack or cluster failure) in data centers is through
the deployment of heatmaps (e.g., by Facebook in [13]) which comprise discrete scene snapshots of
the premise (and not individual compute node) under study. However, our novel contribution is
the employment of an Artificial Intelligence approach (i.e., Machine Learning clustering technique)
based on ‘continuous’ data center environmental monitoring data, which will provide insights into the
qualitative measure of the ‘duration’ a particular compute node is in a particular temperature range
(i.e., low, medium, hot). Additionally, our proposed approach has an edge over typical heatmaps due
to the low level granularity (i.e., with more details) information it provides for each node rather than
aggregated information of the nodes (in clusters), so that targeted as well as effective corrective action
or interventions can be appropriately taken by data center owners.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 focuses on the background of the
problem and related work; Section 3 presents the methodology used in this work; Section 4 provides
discussion of experimental results and analysis; Section 5 concludes the paper with a summary and
recommendation for future work.
2. Background and Related Work
In recent years, a number of theoretical and practical studies have been conducted on DC thermal
management to better understand ways to mitigate inefficiencies of the cooling systems. This includes
DC thermal and energy performance evaluation and load distribution optimization. Ineffective
thermal management could be the primary contributor to DC IT infrastructure unreliability due to
hardware degradation.
Existing DC-related thermal management research highlights the primary challenges of cooling
systems in high power density DCs [14]; recommends a list of thermal management strategies based on
energy consumption awareness [2,15]; explores the effect of different cooling approaches on power
usage effectiveness (PUE) using direct air with a spray system that evaporates water to cool and
humidify incoming air [16]; investigates the thermal performance of air-cooled data centers with
raised and non-raised floor configurations [17]; studies various thermofluid mechanisms using cooling
performance metrics [18]; proposes thermal models for joint cooling and workload management [19],
while other strains of research explore thermal-aware job scheduling, dynamic resource provisioning,
and cooling [20]. In addition, server-related thermal information, such as inlet/outlet air temperature
and air mover speed, is utilized to create thermal and power maps with the ultimate goal to monitor
the real-time status of a DC [21].
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A majority of previously listed research work focuses on simulations or numerical
modeling [2,16–20] as well as on empirical studies involving R&D or small-scale data centers [16,21].
Thus, there is a need for more empirical research involving real thermal-related data for large scale
data centers. Undeniably, it is tremendously beneficial to identify hotspots and the air dynamics
(particularly its negative effects) within a DC IT room. Such useful evidence-based information will
help DC operators improve DC thermal management and ensure uninterrupted steady computing
system operations. This is made possible when affected servers continue to perform graceful
degradation-related computations or enter the ‘switch off’ mode once the temperature threshold is
breached. Thermal management could be improved in a number of ways based on evidence-based
analysis. For example, some corrective actions could be: identify cold air leakages and erect isolating
panes; adjust speed, volume, and direction of the cold air stream; apply free cooling wherever possible
or adjust the humidity levels. An exhaustive guideline for DC thermal management improvement can
be found in [7].
A crucial step forward in DC thermal management related research could be adherence to the
recommended thermal management framework [22] at varying DC granularity levels. As a part of
the framework, thermal metrics have been created by research and enterprise DC communities [10].
Employment of the metrics aims to reveal the underlying causes of thermal-related issues within a DC
IT room and to assess the overall thermal conditions of the room. A recently proposed holistic DC
assessment method is based on biomimicry [23]. This integrates data on energy consumption for
powering and cooling ICT equipment.
This paper is an extension of the previous authors’ work [10,11,24–28], which focus on real DC
thermal monitoring data. In detail, this current research focuses on the analysis of DC IT room thermal
characteristics to uncover ways to render a more effective cooling system as well as explore possibilities
to employ machine learning techniques to address this issue. Appropriate data analytics techniques
have been applied on real server-level sensor data to identify potential risks caused by the possible
existence of negative covert physical processes related to the cooling strategy [2]. In summary, this work
is based on the analysis of DC thermal characteristics using machine learning (ML) techniques. ML has
been generally employed for virtual machines allocation, global infrastructure management, prediction
of electricity consumption, and availability of renewable energy [29]. Thus far, there is work on ML
for thermal characteristics assessment and weather conditions prediction, but only limited available
work on thermal management. Typically, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) techniques have been
employed for the exploration of DC thermal management. Their drawbacks are high computational
power and memory requirements. Therefore, the added value of this research is an evidence-based
recommendation for a cooling system for more targeted temperature management through thermal
characteristics analysis for localization of overheated areas in the DC IT room.
3. Methodology
This section discusses the thermal characteristics analysis of an ENEA R.C. Portici cluster CRESCO
6. An ML clustering technique was chosen for a more in-depth analysis of overheated servers’
localization based on an available dataset of CRESCO6 server temperature measurements. The terms
“server” and “node” are used interchangeably in this work, while “hotspot” is utilized to indicate
an overheated area next to a server in the IT room and results in an overheated or undercooled server.
The drawback of a typical analysis of temperature measurements is that it could not locate the specific
nodes which cause rack overheating. Hence, to address this issue, we have applied node clustering to
localize potentially harmful hotspots. To identify overheated areas in the CRESCO6 group of nodes,
we sequentially grouped the nodes into clusters characterized by higher or lower surrounding air
temperature [9]. The term “group of nodes” stands for the DC “cluster” (note that this term is not
used to avoid its confusion with the term “cluster”, which is the outcome of running an ML clustering
algorithm).
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An adapted data lifecycle methodology was employed for this work, as depicted in Figure 2.
The methodology comprises several data preprocessing steps, data analysis, followed by
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In this work, k-means was chosen as a clustering algorithm due to the following reasons (RO.1):
In this work, k-means was chosen as a clustering algorithm due to the following reasons (RO.1):
1. The number of features used for clustering was small. Therefore, the formulated clustering
problem was simple and did not require complex algorithms;
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The number of features used for clustering was small. Therefore, the formulated clustering
problem was simple and did not require complex algorithms;
K-means has linear computational complexity and is fast to use for the problem in question.
While the formulation of the problem is simple, it requires several thousands of repetitions of
clustering for each set of N nodes. From this point of view, the speed of the algorithm becomes
an influential factor;
K-means has a weak point, namely the random choice of initial centroids, which could lead to
different results when different random generators are used. This does not pose any issue in
this use case since the nodes are clustered several times based on sets of measurements taken
at different timestamps and minor differences brought by the randomness are mitigated by the
repetition of the clustering procedure.

The number of clusters, K, is an unknown parameter that also defines the number of ranges for
Ci baserange . It is estimated for each of the three combinations or bases using two metrics separately:
the average silhouette coefficient and within cluster sum of squares (WCSS) metric [9,30,31] (RO.3).
The application of these two indices to derive the suitable number of thermal ranges or clusters is shown
in Appendix A. In brief, the silhouette coefficient was computed for each clustered sample of size N and
showed the degree of isolation for the clusters, thus, indicating the quality of clustering. The +1 value
of silhouette index for a specific number of clusters, K, indicated the high density of clusters, −1 showed
incorrect clustering, and 0 stood for overlapping clusters. Therefore, we focused on local maxima of
this coefficient. WCSS was used in the Elbow method of determining the number of clusters and was
used here to support the decision obtained from the silhouette coefficient estimation. It measured
the compactness of clusters, and the optimal value of K was the one that resulted in the “turning
point” or the “elbow” of the WCSS (K) graph. In other words, if we increase the number of clusters
after reaching the elbow point, it does not result in significant improvement of clusters compactness.
Although it could be argued that other features could be additionally used for determining the number
of clusters, the combination of the two aforementioned methods had converged on the same values of
K for our chosen bases, which was assumed to be sufficient for this current research.
Once we obtained the optimal parameter K, we performed the clustering procedure for the chosen
bases. For a fixed base, the sequence of cluster labels was examined for every node. Based on the
frequency of occurrences for each cluster label (low, medium, or hot air temperature labels), the node
was ascribed the final most frequently occurring cluster label Cbaserange in the sequence and was assigned
to the corresponding set of nodes as Nbaserange . Furthermore, we took the intersection of the sets of
nodes in the hot air range for every base. Thus, we obtained the IDs of the nodes that were most
frequently labeled
as the nodes
in “danger” or hot areas of the IT rack by three clustering algorithms:
o
n
Nhot = ∩bases Nbasehot range (RO.4). In the following section, we will discuss the results of k-means
sequential clustering and identify the nodes that occurred in the overheated areas more frequently
than others.
4. Results and Discussions
For every combination of measured thermal data, the results of servers clustering into cold,
medium, and hot temperature ranges had been further analyzed to calculate the frequency of
occurrences of each node in each cluster and determined their final frequency label (i.e., cluster label
or temperature range). These labels were further intersected with labels obtained for different bases.
Each set of N = 216 nodes was clustered at once, followed by temperature-based clustering for the
same set of nodes using measurements taken at the next timestamp. This process is referred to here
as sequential clustering. The indicator base of the input temperature data was used in three possible
combinations of available thermal data: exhaust air (base 1), CPU (base 2), and exhaust air and CPU
temperature measurements (base 3) (RO.2).
The dataset contained M = 15, 569 sets of temperature measurements. Each M sets consisted of
216 node-level temperature measurements of the sensor data. The sensors were installed in different
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locations with respect to the node: in the front (inlet), rear (exhaust) of every node, and two sensors
inside each node (CPU temperature). The optimal number of clusters K was influenced by the base
chosen for clustering. Using the silhouette metric and WCSS, we obtained the optimal number of K for
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(a)
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(c)

Figure 3. The ratio of nodes labeled by different temperature ranges (low, medium, and hot) based
on different thermal data input (base): (a) Exhaust temperature, (b) Exhaust and CPU temperature,
(c) CPU temperature. The legend includes coordinates of cluster centroids.
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In cases where nodes remain in the hot range for a prolonged period or frequently fall in this
range, it implies that they are overheated (and the cooling appears to be ineffective). Consequently,
this could cause hardware degradation where the nodes have reduced reliability and accessibility as
they automatically switch to lower power mode when overheated. Therefore, we continued with the
analysis to identify the actual node IDs that had most frequently been clustered within the hot air
temperature ranges. Table 2 provides an insight into the ratio of nodes with the highest frequency
of occurrences in cold, medium, or hot air temperature range (RO.5). Depending on the cluster base,
50% to 86% of all nodes had the highest frequency of occurrence in the medium range. The hot range
encompassed 11%–37% of all nodes, and only 0.5%–4% had been clustered within the cold range.
Table 2. Ratio of cluster sizes and intersection of node labels from three thermal data combinations (bases).
Nexhhot
11.2

Nexhmed
86.0

Cluster Type
Ratio%

Nexhcold
2.8

Cluster Type
Ratio%

NCPUcold
4.2

Cluster Type
Ratio%

Nexh_CPUcold
2.0

Nexh_CPUmed
63.0

Nexh_CPUhot
35.0

Cluster Type
Ratio%

Ncold
0.5

Nmed
40.0

Nhot
8.0

Hot Range
Node ID

-

-

30, 31, 32, 45, 46, 48, 68, 79,
94, 96, 105, 117, 118, 120,
182, 183, 189, 198

NCPUmed2
28.4

NCPUmed1
20.0

Nexhhot2
16.2

Nexhhot1
31.2

Finally, the results of sequential clustering with three bases were intersected for cross-validation
purposes. These results in the intersection of nodes were labeled as cold, medium, and hot surrounding
air range. One node (equal to 0.5% of nodes) was labeled as the cold air temperature range for all
three bases. The cluster characterized by the medium air temperature range had the largest intersection
among the bases (i.e., more than 90%), while 8% (or 18 nodes) were binned in the hot air temperature
range most frequently using all three bases. The highlight of this exploration is that we were able
to identify the IDs of the most frequently overheated nodes. DC operators could further exploit
this evidence-based information to improve thermal conditions in the cluster IT room. Possible
corrective actions to mitigate overheating of the localized nodes could be to improve the existing
natural convection cooling by directing the cold air to the hottest nodes. In addition, DC operators
could update the load scheduling and decrease the workload of the identified nodes to indirectly
prevent overheating (RO.6). In summary, DC operators could improve resource allocation policies and
cooling strategies to effectively address this issue.
This current paper has contributed to thermal characteristics awareness for a real DC cluster and
addressed the issue of servers overheating. This has two positive effects in terms of sustainability.
Firstly, local overheating could be considered as an IT room thermal design pitfall. It leads to a high risk
of hardware degradation for servers that are frequently and/or for long time exposed to high surrounding
air temperature. From this perspective, the localization of hot regions of the IT room performed in this
study (via a ML technique) is crucial for providing a better overview of thermal distribution around
the servers which could be fed into better thermal control and management strategies. In other words,
future thermal management improvements could be aligned to the direction provided in this study
with the aim of mitigating the abovementioned risk. Secondly, a clustering technique used in this phase
requires less computational resources compared to heatmaps, computational fluid dynamics modeling
and/or simulations performed on existing simulation packages [9]. Therefore, this work evidences the
benefit of less computationally intensive analytical techniques (in yielding sufficient information) to
incentivize improvement of thermal conditions (through even thermal distribution) in data centers.
In summary, conclusions that could be drawn from this research are that a majority of the nodes were
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located in medium and hot air temperature ranges. Joint results of three clustering algorithms had
shown that that 8% of cluster servers were most frequently characterized as having hot surrounding air
temperature. Based on this evidence, we have formulated a list of recommendations (see subsequent
section) to address the problem of repeated or prolonged overheating of servers (RO.6).
5. Conclusions and Future Work
Analysis of IT and cooling systems is necessary for the investigation of DC operations-related
energy efficiency. A reliable cooling system is essential to produce a persistent flow of cold air
to cool servers that could be overheated due to an increasing demand in computation-intensive
applications. To reiterate, Patterson [8] has maintained there is an impact of DC ambient temperature
on energy consumption of IT equipment and systems. However, in this paper, the focus is on thermal
characteristics analysis of an IT room. The research methodology discussed in this paper includes
statistical analysis of IT room thermal characteristics and the identification of individual servers
that frequently occur in the overheated areas of the IT room (using a machine learning algorithm).
Clustering techniques are used for hotspot localization as well as categorization of nodes (i.e., servers)
based on surrounding air temperature ranges. This methodology has been applied to an available
dataset with thermal characteristics of an ENEA Portici CRESCO6 computing cluster. In summary,
this paper has presented a proposed methodology for IT room thermal characteristics assessment
of an air-cooled DC cluster located in a geographical region where free air cooling is unavailable.
The steps involved for evidence-based targeted temperature management (to be recommended for
air-cooled DCs) are as follows:
1.

2.

3.

Explore the effectiveness of the cooling system by firstly uncovering nodes with hot range IDs
(e.g., change direction, volume, speed of cooling air). Additionally, directional cooling could be
recommended (e.g., spot cooling to cool overheated nodes). Next, unravel covert factors that
lead to nodes’ repetitive overheating (e.g., location next to the PDUs that have higher allowable
temperature ranges);
Revise cluster load scheduling so that these frequently overheated servers are not overloaded
in the future (note: this is to enable an even thermal distribution within the IT room. See [11]
for details). In other words, it is recommended to formulate a resource allocation policy for the
purpose of a more even thermal distribution of ambient air temperature;
Perform continuous environmental monitoring of the IT room and evaluate the effectiveness of
recommended actions and their influence on the ambient temperature.

To reiterate, the approaches covered in this work are transferrable for thermal characteristics
analysis in any air-cooled DC context enabled with a thermal monitoring system. This study illustrates
the applicability of the best practices and guidelines to a real DC and uses an ML approach to
perform IT room thermal characteristics assessment. This work could be extended by incorporating an
integrated thermal management with existing energy efficiency policies-related research (e.g., energy
awareness [15]; job scheduling using AI [32], temporal-based job scheduling [33], work-load aware
scheduling [34], and queue theory [35]; resource utilization [36] of multiple applications using annealing
and particle swarm optimization [37]). Another direction that could be taken could be the energy
efficiency policies and waste heat utilization [26].
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Several approaches are widely used by data scientists to identify the optimal number of clusters.
However,
AppendixitAis worth noting that none of the approaches is considered accurate, instead they provide
a suggestion for the number of clusters. The current study applies two indices: WCSS, also known as
Several approaches are widely used by data scientists to identify the optimal number of clusters.
an elbow method, and average Silhouette Index [32]. We apply a systematic approach and calculate
However, it is worth noting that none of the approaches is considered accurate, instead they provide
these metrics for different values of cluster numbers, K. Subsequently, an optimal value is chosen
a suggestion for the number of clusters. The current study applies two indices: WCSS, also known as
based on the values of the indices. WCSS characterizes the compactness of the cluster and is defined
an elbow method, and average Silhouette Index [32]. We apply a systematic approach and calculate
as follows:
these metrics for different values of cluster numbers, K. Subsequently, an optimal value is chosen
based on the values of the indices. WCSS characterizes the compactness of the cluster and is defined
as follows:
𝑊𝐶𝑆𝑆 𝐾 =
𝑥 𝜇 ,
(1)
K X
X
∈
2
WCSS(K) =
kx − µ j k ,
(1)
j = 1 x∈C j

where K is the number of clusters, C is a set of clusters (C1, C2, … Cj), and µj represents a certain cluster
where Kmean.
is theThe
number
clusters,
C metric
is a setshould
of clusters
. . Cj ), and µ
a certain
1 , C2 , . minimized
j represents
sample
targetofvalue
of this
be a (C
possible
value.
Practically,
this
cluster
sample
mean.
The
target
value
of
this
metric
should
be
a
possible
minimized
value.
Practically,
refers to a point where the value of the metric continues to decrease but at a significantly slower rate
thiscomparison
refers to a point
where the
value of
metricand
continues
to decrease
at a significantly
slower
in
to a smaller
number
ofthe
clusters
is considered
an but
optimal
one. It is visually
rate
in
comparison
to
a
smaller
number
of
clusters
and
is
considered
an
optimal
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visually
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associated
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the graph.
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of of
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the metric
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computations
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the intensive.
number of clusters, the metric decreases only slightly, while computations become
increasingly
more
increasingly
more
intensive.
The second method applied in this paper is the average silhouette. It is computed using average
The second
method
applied
in this
paper is
the average
silhouette.
It is computed
using average
silhouette
index over
all data
points
(or cluster
members).
It estimates
within-cluster
consistency
and
silhouette
index over all
points
clustercluster
members).
estimates
consistency
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be maximized
to data
achieve
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effective
split. It
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formulawithin-cluster
for the Silhouette
index isand
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should
be
maximized
to
achieve
the
effective
cluster
split.
The
formula
for
the
Silhouette
index
is
follows:
as follows:
𝑏 𝑖 b(i)𝑎− 𝑖a(i)
) =

(2)(2)
𝑠 𝑖s(i=
, ,
max
𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑏 𝑖b(,i𝑎), 𝑖a(i)
where, a is the mean distance between one cluster member and all other members of the same cluster.
where, a is the mean distance between one cluster member and all other members of the same cluster.
Parameter b is the distance between a cluster member and all other points in the nearest cluster.
Parameter b is the distance between a cluster member and all other points in the nearest cluster. We
We depict the results of this metrics calculation in Figure A1. It shows the metrics for one-step of
depict the results of this metrics calculation in Figure A1. It shows the metrics for one-step of
sequential clustering based on server exhaust air temperature. At K = 3, we observe a local maximum
sequential clustering based on server exhaust air temperature. At 𝐾 = 3 , we observe a local
for silhouette index and an elbow point of WCSS graph.
maximum for silhouette index and an elbow point of WCSS graph.

(a)

(b)

Figure A1.
A1. (a)
(a) WCSS;
WCSS; (b)
(b) Average
Average Silhouette
Silhouette Index.
Index. Both
Bothindices
indicesare
arecomputed
computedfor
for one
one step
step of
of the
the
Figure
sequential
clustering
procedure
based
on
the
exhaust
air
temperature.
sequential clustering procedure based on the exhaust air temperature.
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